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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The deliverable ‘D9.1 – Requirements for Auralisation and Visualisation’ is part of ‘WP9 - New
Methodologies and Technologies’ of FINE 1. DB and BT are the stakeholders of WP9 and responsible for the requirement elicitation and activities. DESTINATE (more concisely Empa, NLR
and TU-Berlin) provided support and documents. The Shift2Rail FINE 1 project is part of the
Horizon 2020 programme and has received funding under grant agreement No. 730818.
DESTINATE, is a complementary project as an Open Call (OC) under Grant 730829 (Decision
Supporting Tools for Implementation of cost-efficient railway Noise Abatement measures).It aims
to develop methods and tools to support the decision process for railway noise mitigation and
acoustic comfort (considering cost -efficiency assessment, interior railway noise prediction, rail
vehicle source characterization, railway noise Auralisation & visualisation and the use of active
noise reduction for railway noise protection of dwellings). DESTINATE is an OC project within the
CCA.
The deliverable ‘Requirements for Auralisation and Visualisation’ documents basically the
needs/necessities for three major tasks:
•

Demonstration of FINE 1-Results (e.g. present novel mitigation techniques, demonstrate the performance changes for interior and exterior noise by comparison);

•

Demonstration of vehicle performance for customers and development engineers (design variants of rail vehicles and their performance variants) and

•

Demonstration of the acoustic situation and the effect of noise mitigation measures
in large-scale projects (e.g. the acoustic performance of different traffic noise scenarios,
of noise control techniques and the resulting reduction of noise exposure) e.g. during project communication with public and local residents.

The report includes a description of a temporarily used A&V (Auralisation and Visualisation) tools
“Railway Sound Studio”, developed by Bombardier and “Infopunkt Lärmschutz”, developed
and still used by Deutsche Bahn.
The new, physically based auralisation and visualisation tools shall have the advantage of being
able to provide a realistic performance impression / comparison of the current railway design
variants as well as planned (not yet realized systems) in combination with a quantitative, verifiable
acoustic performance characterisation. The imported or generated (synthesized) A&V data shall
be based on state of the art engineering science and shall not only undergo a subjective examination but also an adequate quantitative acoustic check (similar to the type of original data).
In short the deliverable provides a translation for the various needs (e.g. FINE 1 result presentation, railway vehicle noise control & acoustic performance demonstration or railway vehicle acoustic pass-by scenarios) of different stakeholders (e.g. railway vehicle manufacturer, railway entrepreneurs, railway passengers, railway worker i.e. the driver, locals, railway line residents, environmentalists / local politicians / works council representatives) into verifiable, attainable system
requirements for auralisation and visualisation.
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
A & V: Auralisation and Visualisation
AR:

Augmented Reality

AV:

Augmented Virtuality

BT:

Bombardier Transportation

BTG: Bombardier Transportation Germany
DB:

Deutsche Bahn

dB:

Decibel

Empa: Swiss Federal Laboratories for Materials Science and Technology
HMD: Head Mounted Display
HHI:

Heinrich Hertz Institut (Fraunhofer Gesellschaft)

HST: High Speed Trains
NLR: Nederlands Lucht en Ruimtevaartcentrum (Netherlands Aerospace Centre)
Powerwall:
a large, visually appealing display combined with an arrangement of loud-speakers
intended to attract the interest of customers
LpAeq in dB(A) ref. 2e-5 Pa; equivalent sound pressure level - A-weighted
MP:

Measurement Point

RE:

Real Environment

SPL:

Sound Pressure Level

TPA:

Transfer Path Analysis

TU-Berlin:

Technical University of Berlin

VR:

Virtual Reality

VE:

Virtual Environment

WP:

Work Package
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1. INTRODUCTION
The main objectives of the deliverable ‘D9.1 – Requirements for Auralisation and Visualisation’
are the definition of the needs/requirements for Auralisation and visualisation (A&V) to demonstrate the FINE 1 results (project status , progress and achievements), the needs of rail manufacturers and railway operators.
The requirement definition for these A&V acoustic performance necessities demands an appropriate concise and clear wording for the translation into verifiable, attainable system requirements.
The documents include basic definitions since requirement engineering is a huge field with many
applications and a huge vocabulary of non-standardized terms, to avoid misunderstandings.
The A&V -tools shall:
•

make the presented railway-environment look and sound real in accordance with the physical world

•

tools shall be based on state of the art engineering science

•

facilitating communication with customers (operators and passengers alike; should not
only provide SPL, spectra or abstract numbers)

•

ease customer decision for acoustic design/performance variants

•

involve customer in acoustics design of rail vehicles

•

establish acoustic comfort as a sales argument

•

demonstrate a high technical level of noise control engineering

•

ease communication between development engineers and noise control/acoustics engineer

•

demonstrate the interaction of acoustic vehicle performance and infrastructure (i.e.
wheel/rail -roughness, tunnel cross-section)

•

ensure a high degree of acoustic comfort for customer, passengers and residents of railway infrastructures

•

illustrate the acoustic effects of large-scale projects (target/ performance comparison)

•

enable a perceptional experience of noise reduction (the effect of noise mitigation
measures)

•

support communication with local residents, politicians and other interested parties

•

objectify discussions about the impact of projects
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•

enable a quantified engineering verification / comparison of imported or generated data
(indicators for the degree of reality).

BT and DB took part in the activities for requirement elicitation and definition for ‘D9.1 – Requirements for Auralisation and Visualisation’. DESTINATE (more concisely Empa, NLR and TU-Berlin) provided support and documents.
The Shift2Rail FINE 1 project aims to achieve noise performance objectives for rolling stock in
Europe and therefore develops procedures and technologies required for the next generation of
innovative railway vehicles with the objective to contribute to a paradigm shift for a higher attractiveness of the railway traffic as part of improved European living conditions along with an increased environmental protection. The FINE 1 project aims e.g. to reduce noise related to rail
traffic and operational costs of railways. The project develops practical methods for noise and
vibration reduction on system level including both: rolling stock, infrastructure as well as environment. The project results are expected to enhance the attractiveness of railway solutions in relation to other means of transport in Europe.
The FINE 1 participants and main stakeholders of WP9 are rail vehicle manufacturers and operators. The basic acoustics engineering requirements concentrate on interior and exterior noise
since the objectives of FINE are important for the entire European population as users of or residents affected by railway infrastructure. Generally speaking, the interior noise requirements focus
on two topics: railway vehicle as a workplace (e.g. drivers cab) and passengers of railway vehicles
(passenger regions / zones). While exterior noise requirements are concentrating on residents
close to rail vehicle infrastructure (e.g. close to railways, railway stations, workshops) and passengers of railway vehicles. Ultimately, it is the health and comfort requirements of rail vehicle
users and the residents concerns that determine the technical requirements within the given frame
of legislation, the technical possibilities and the financial expenditure.
The detailed acoustic requirements range from relatively simple data like the overall sound level
at a certain distance for defined operating conditions (like standstill, acceleration and cruising) up
to complicated, special frequency-dependent levels for entire maps or psychoacoustic parameters. The purely numerical and/or curvilinear representation of technical requirements can be
made much more effective and understandable with the current technical possibilities of visualisation, Auralisation or general VR techniques, far beyond a simple comparison. With the interactive, playful use of VR-techniques, it is possible to mix the current -perhaps even augmentedreality with a selection/multiple of possible changes in order to form both concrete ideas, a clear
communication beyond abstract numbers and a solid base for decisions. The requirement of 'simple software use' shall be combined with comprehensible input data, quantifiably based on engineering science. A verification and comparison of this imported or generated data shall be possible.
In FINE 1 auralisation and visualisation techniques are developed to inform, demonstrate and
disseminate clearly and effectively the project work for a broad range of different stakeholders.
These A&V-tools shall provide solutions beyond the FINE 1 work for all parties manufacturing,
operating, using or living close to railway systems.
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The FINE 1 project progresses as well as the results -starting from the status quo- need to be
communicated, demonstrated and disseminated with the objective to enhance the continuous
work progress, the efficacy of the products and methods as well as their widespread use.
The deliverable ‘Requirements for Auralisation and Visualisation’ documents basically the
needs/necessities for three major tasks:
•

Demonstration of FINE 1-Results (e.g. present novel mitigation techniques, demonstrate
the performance changes for interior and exterior noise by comparison)

•

Demonstration of vehicle performance for customers and development engineers (design
variants of rail vehicles and their performance variants) and

•

Demonstration of the acoustic situation and the effect of noise mitigation measures in
large-scale projects (e.g. the acoustic performance of different traffic noise scenarios, of
noise control techniques and the resulting reduction of noise exposure) e.g. during project
communication with public, political authorities and local residents..

The requirements for Auralisation and visualisation are determined upon past project experience,
current objectives and foreseeable, future tasks. In general, the essential characteristics of real
existing and / or planned rail vehicles or scenarios shall be presented with the objective to provide
relevant information for a solid decision process. This means with regard to auralisation and visualisation that the right combination of images and sound character, sound level, but also the
right ambient noise shall be provided in a necessary quality. Other factors like the number of
participants or the group size to which the sound is to be presented are also relevant for the need
of A&V technology. The level of VR technology and the associated expenditure on resources (e.g.
financial and technical requirements) varies enormously. The requirements focus on the senses
of sight and hearing.
The A&V requirements are relevant for FINE 1 as selected means/tools for progress and results
presentation: in detail, it is of importance for ‘WP7 Interior Noise’ and ‘Exterior Noise (FINE 2 /
Acoutrain)’ demonstrating e.g. by direct comparison, what noise reduction has been achieved.
VR – configurations with A&V tools (sight and hearing capabilities) are in discussion for a long
time. The following quotations are from Ivan Sutherland 1965 -one of the visionaries of computer
mediated reality concepts being physical/non physical (see references 4 and 5)-: 'A display connected to a digital computer gives us a chance to gain familiarity with concepts not realizable in
the physical world… The screen is a window through which one sees a virtual world. The challenge is to make that world look real, act real, sound real, feel real.’ ‘…is to serve as a lookingglass…it should serve as many senses as possible. So far as I know, no one seriously proposes
computer displays of smell, or taste. Excellent audio displays exist, but unfortunately we have
little ability to have the computer produce meaningful sounds.’ (see references 4 and 5). Current
auralisation could -in simplified terms- be defined as a collection of tools and processes for the
specific generation of audible sounds with the objective to provide a specific, discernible acoustic
information characterizing an audible experience for a certain situation (a set of incidents and
conditions at a position and time): it presents a sounding formation of a mental ‘image’ using
acoustic transducers. Visualisation - in definition similar to auralisation – generates visible images
with the objective to provide visual information characterizing the seeing experience for a certain
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situation: it presents a formation of a mental image by e.g. realistic renderings of surfaces using
illuminating sources. This is very comparable to generating and reproducing a movie. In the end,
realistic or augmented virtual worlds are created - as in computer games - by combining sounds
and images for demonstration and information purposes. In contrast to movies and games, auralisation shall be based on principles of physics and engineering science and shall be verifiable
and comprehensible.
DESTINATE and FINE 1 work with a different scope together on A&V-tools. These A&V-tools
shall provide solutions beyond the FINE 1/DESTINATE work for all parties manufacturing, operating, using or living close to railway systems. The DESTINATE - deliverable D2.1 (see reference
2) contains a detailed chapter about the available state of the art A&V – techniques and technologies: ‘Railway noise auralisation and visualisation’.
The renderings (see Figure 12 to Figure 16) provide a first, preliminary impression of the current
DESTINATE project work (Empa and NLR).

2. SHORT REVIEW OF TWO EXISTING SOLUTIONS
2.1 INFOPUNKT LÄRMSCHUTZ (DB)
The subject of traffic noise has increased attention in the public debate in the past. DB Netz AG's
–the infrastructure company of Deutsche Bahn - new construction and expansion projects met
with increasing public opposition. The reduction of rail traffic noise is a central corporate goal of
DB, and noise should be reduced by half, this means a reduction of 10 dB(A) by 2020 compared
to the year 2000. Deutsche Bahn's noise protection strategy is based on two pillars, the noise
abatement of infrastructure and the conversion of existing freight cars to composite brake blocks.
But it was not possible to explain to the affected people the actual noise pollution that will still
occur after the various noise mitigation measures. In particular, the effect of the retrofitting of
freight wagons to the LL1 brake blocks could not be conveyed, because process of retrofitting is
still in progress and not retrofitted wagons dominate the auditory impression.
Therefore the DB AG had to professionalise its communication strategy on noise protection and
seek active dialogue with politicians and citizens. Noise protection measures should become tangible and comprehensible. The transparency of DB activities was intended to increase trust and
acceptance in rail transport.
For this reason Deutsche Bahn AG uses different tools to demonstrate the effects of noise mitigation measures. The “Infopunkt Lärmschutz” is a room located in Berlin with a special audio and
video equipment and was developed together with the Heinrich Hertz Institute (Fraunhofer). The
combination of a 180°-panoramic video with spatial audio reproduction creates a realistic listening
and viewing experience. In the “Infopunkt Lärmschutz”, several participants can see and hear the
LL stands for Low Noise Low friction brake technocloga for existing freight wagons, the new brake blocks
out of composite material which are possible to retrofit old freight wagons with cast iron blocks.
1
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demonstration at the same time, which makes it well-suited for discussions and moderation in
small groups.

Figure 1: “Infopunkt Lärmschutz“ (Fraunhofer Heinrich Hertz-Institut)

For local information events with residents, the DB AG uses different mobile versions of the “Infopunkt Lärmschutz” the so called “Infostele”:
•

The mobile acoustic room is made for a larger group of participants. The room is set up
with speakers, a screen and a projector (cf. Figure 2). The speakers are calibrated for
each use.

•

The “Infostele Lärmschutz” (means info stele noise protection) is a computer with a touch
screen. Two users can hear the acoustic simulation via headphones (cf. Figure 3). The
favoured scenarios can be selected via the display and compared with each other by
themselves.

•

The mobile “Infostele Lärmschutz” is the small version of the stele. Instead of computer,
the mobile version uses a laptop with headphones (cf. Figure 4).
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Figure 2: The mobile acoustic room (Fraunhofer Heinrich-Hertz-Institut, Thomas Koch)
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Figure 3: „Infostele Lärmschutz“ (Deutsche Bahn AG, Carolin Krebs)

Figure 4: Mobile version of „Infostele Lärmschutz“ (Deutsche Bahn AG, Philipp Geiger)
Target audience for the Infopunkt Lärmschutz and the mobile versions are residents, politicians
and policy makers.
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Different scenarios allow a comparison of the mitigation effects. The following mitigation
measures are available: Brake system (Iron bloc brake and composite brake block), noise barriers
at different heights, low noise barrier and rail dampers. Two different types of trains can be selected: Freight train and a high speed train (ICE).
The 3d-audio auralisation is based on binaural recordings with a Head and Torso Simulator. The
effects of the measures are simulated by adjusting the recorded data with spectral shaping. The
360°-panorama video was recorded with the OmniCam-360 (a special camera; developed by
HHI).
Both tools “Infopunkt” and “Infostele” are very well accepted and have become established. In
particular, they are often used at information events of projects on site. They were also helpful in
communicating with citizens' initiatives and public bodies. The presentation of the effects of the
retrofitting of freight wagons to LL brake blocks and noise protection walls showed that DB is
reaching its target for noise reduction by 2020.
The current systems as described are mainly based on measured known scenarios with special
technology and equipment. They not allows sound design or synthesize effects e.g. of new noise
mitigation measures.
In some cases, the developed tool was also used as a basis for project-specific simulations. Here,
however, very complex acoustic measurements and video recordings are necessary. This makes
the project-specific application very expensive and time-consuming. A simple solution for simulating large projects and comparing target and actual scenarios is still to be developed.
In addition, the DB is always confronted with the question, how will it sound in my apartment?
How loud is it on my balcony? Therefore, further immission points have to be defined and made
audible in a future tool.

2.2 RAILWAY SOUND STUDIO
(BOMBARDIER TRANSPORTATION)
Bombardier developed a -temporary- prototype Railway Sound Studio: the Bombardier Railway
Sound Studio was implemented for the Innotrans 2008 inside a Bombardier ITINO saloon (ITINO
is an existing Bombardier rail vehicle, see Figure 6) using 250 kg of loudspeakers, shakers, amplifiers, cables etc. ‘InnoTrans’ is the international trade fair for traffic engineering, components,
systems and vehicles and takes place every second year in Berlin. The technical fair is mainly
attended by railway professionals, but for a short time also open to the general public.
The Bombardier railway sound studio design -located in real rail-vehicle interior environmentincluded beside the audio and visual components also some ‘haptic effects’ using shakers (vibrations actuators) with the intention of enabling a more complete (more authentic) NVH (Noise Vibration Harshness) spectrum of a railway vehicle experience during a train journey. Ten sound
channels were used with the intention to create a sense of space in the passenger saloon. Figure
5 displays the major technical elements of the studio. Figure 7 and Figure 8 present railway studio
design variants and control panels of the development phase. Figure 10 shows the realized version.
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The performance of the railway studio was interactively controlled by an acoustics engineer via a
control panel and screen. Ca. 6 listeners (standing and seated) could get the studio (rail vehicle)
experience at a time, but were not directly (interactively) involved.
The imported data was a combination of spatial near-field sound recordings, accelerometers signals on the floor, acoustic source testbench recordings and generated (purely synthetic) signals.
The acoustic measurements were done for vehicles at standstill as well as for accelerating, cruising and braking rail vehicles. The acoustic engineering interest on signal contents focused on
sound pressure level and spectral content with the objective to demonstrate an acoustic profile of
a rail vehicle (spectral design). The studio performance was a combination of simultaneous
sounds, projected movies and induced vibrations. The projections on windows were intended to
enhance a sense of motion.
The variation of the acoustic performance was demonstrated for some selected sound sources
(e.g. HVAC reduced tonal components and broad band noise, traction motor less tonal noise
during acceleration, bogie (see Figure 9) - reduced tonal and broadband structure borne noise)
and operation conditions by comparison. The influence of sound sources like the traction motor
(see Figure 11) was made audible by removing certain frequency components by filtering.
A change of the interior design (material, resp. the reverberation time) and a change of the background noise (e.g. HVAC -system, wheel/rail interaction or environmental noise) was also acoustically demonstrated. The variation of speech intelligibility in a passenger compartment with
changing background noise and acoustic room properties was also presented. Different vehicle
scenarios and noise mitigation results demonstrate the effect of acoustic noise control and optimization: since the changes are audible and visible (total sound pressure level and sound spectra)
.
The InnoTrans Railway Sound Studio was very well visited with great interest. The InnoTrans
Railway Sound Studio feedback was very positive and by visitors characterized as a life like experience, with impressive results and considered as an ear and eye opening experience. Many
visitors stayed for 5-10 minutes. In conclusion the studio visits were characterized as very informative accompanied by a high level of entertainment.
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Figure 5: Railway sound studio - realized Innotrans 2008: ‘Itino-Version’ (see Figure 6)

Figure 6: Railway sound studio (Innotrans 2008: ‘Itino—Version’)
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Figure 7: Design variants of the railway sound studio arrangement (development phase)
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Figure 8: Design variants of the studio control panel (development phase)

Figure 9: Motor and bogie examples
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Figure 10: Realized Desktop Version (Innotrans 2008: ‘Itino—Version’)

Figure 11: Studio Control Panel (‚Trainsetting‘: e.g.motor, bogie; see Figure 9)
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2.3 DEFINITION OF REQUIREMENTS FOR AURALISATION AND VISUALISATION
Vision and hearing capabilities of human: frequency/wavelength range of audible/visible spectrum
(16 Hz to 20 kHz / 400 nm -800 nm).

2.3.1 Non-functional Requirements
•

•

•

•

•

Spatial Requirement:
¨

Small construction for exhibitions, trade fairs (maximal 2 m x 2 m)

¨

Extension for larger rooms (presentation situation)

Number of visitors/listener:
¨

smaller group: 2 ‘same time users’

¨

intermediate group size 3 -10.

¨

larger group: around 50 ‘same time users’ (presentation situation)

Size / mobility of technical equipment (transport / setup-time):
¨

Fits in a van

¨

Setup-Time under 4 hours

Aesthetics
¨

solid, professional, technical appearance

¨

possibility to apply company logos

Time Frame
¨

•

one sequence should not be longer than 3 minutes

Presentation Frame:
¨

Moderation & Discussion: Possibility for pause and interaction necessary

¨

Internet capabilities

2.3.2 Software: (easy operability)
•

Urban environment

•

Editable sample environments (landscapes):
¨

Flat environment, minimal building density, rail in different positions: cutting,
dam and at-grade

¨

Flat environment, high building density, rail in different positions: cutting, dam
and at-grade
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¨

Mountainous environment, minimal building density, rail in different positions:
cutting, dam and at-grade

•

Sample textures: meadow, field, roads, houses, soil, sky, superstructure (rail, sleeper,
ballast)

•

Different weather conditions (sunny, cloudy, rain)

•

Different time periods (night, day, evening, morning)

•

Overview of existing/usable auralisation (audio-samples)

•

Possibility to import standard files: ASCII-import (coordinates, attributes, contour line/
points), DXF-import, shape files

•

Working with georeferenced data

•

Easy configuration

•

¨

of the auralisation generator / Engine (speed, operating mode, number of
wagons)

¨

of other attributes, like acoustic attributes of surfaces, …

User-Handbook (basic features, software help, example scenarios)

2.3.3 Auralisation
•

Realistic and spatial sound reproduction

•

Simulated types of train: Freight trains (iron bloc brake and composite brake block), urban trains, regional trains, high-speed train according the different vehicle scenarios defined in D5.2 (see reference 6)

•

Different speeds, acceleration and braking phase

•

Acoustic relevant situations, e.g. train encounter, bridges, rail bow, curves, embankments and cuttings

•

Database with effects of different noise mitigation measures like
¨

Noise barriers in different heights,

¨

Low noise barrier

¨

rail damper

¨

rail shield

¨

wheel roughness

¨

different grades of acoustic relevant rail roughness ambient sounds

¨

further means of additional traffic (passenger car, trucks, motorcycle, bus,
tram, airplane) at different speeds and traffic volumes (lane, highway, road)

¨

nature sounds (water, vegetation, birds)

¨

people (activity sounds)

¨

other environmental sounds, e.g. church bells, factories, outdoor activities
like lawn mowing.
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•

Consideration of the rail position (dam, trough), topography, house constructions and the
acoustical surface characteristics (reflection, absorption) for the propagation calculation

•

Simulation of the effect of passive noise mitigation measures in exemplary buildings and
rooms

•

Perspective:
¨

Different Positions (e.g. at a distance of 25 m/ 50 m) in 180°

¨

Future feature: Possibility of free movement in scenario and 360° view

2.3.4 Visualisation
•

Realistic (where necessary augmented) viewing experience

•

High temporal (frame rate) and spatial resolution (state of the art)

•

3D-view (exterior - landscape / rail-vehicle interior )

•

High resolution of objects (high polygon count) and high texture resolution to make modelled environment realistic

•

Perspective:
¨

Different Positions (e.g. at a distance of 25 m/ 50 m) in 180°

¨

Future feature: Possibility of free movement in scenario and 360° view

•

the following information is displayed on request:

•

(vehicle performance: speed in km/h; acoustic performance (exterior) at selected position (total sound level dB)

2.3.5 Scenarios
General
•

Basic scenario for the presentation of noise mitigation measures: Flat environment, minimal density, rail in different positions: cutting, dam and at-grade

Railway-specific
See also the description for vehicle scenarios in FINE 1 deliverable D5.2 (reference 6)
•

Constant speed (depending on train type)

•

TSI-rails

•

rail-pads (soft, medium, hard), influenced by the track decay rate (TDR)

•

Sleeper (Mono-block, bi-block or wooden)

•

Standard rail surface (according to “Schall03”)

Vehicle Type
Vehicle scenarios as defined in D5.2 (refernce 6)
•
Urban rail vehicle (Metro (free field); future: in tunnel; Tram).
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•

Regional rail vehicle

•

High speed rail vehicle

•

Freight train

Noise/sound source-specific (interior /exterior)
Comparison of different components as acoustic sources at defined operating points (compare
design solutions - hear the difference). Future: interaction with virtual objects (e.g. free sound
source selection).
The auralisation shall be able to demonstrate the noise sources as they are described in Table 4
of D7.1 (reference 7) for the interior noise auralisation and chapter 2.2 of D8.1 (reference 8).
Examples:
•

Rolling noise,

•

Traction motor & gear box,

•

HVAC-system,

•

Traction converter.

Comparison mode
Comparison of the different noise mitigation measures out of a database by switching between
the different measures:
•

Noise barriers in different heights,

•

Low noise barrier (very near to the track)

•

rail damper

•

rail shield

•

influence of different acoustic rail surface qualities

•

different noise source combinations (e.g. only traction motors, only wheel/track interaction)

•

interior Noise: Transfer Path Analysis : structure-borne & airborne-sound

•

Change between exterior / interior vehicle configuration
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2.3.7 Owner specific
•

User-Handbook (basic features, example, scenarios)

User interface for own model and scenario development

2.3.8 User specific (viewer / listener)
•

selection of observer/listener position and / or movement (within meaningful boundaries)

•

the technical A&V personal equipment shall not be heavy (standard weight for headset,
glasses (< 500 g), helmet (< 1500 g),easy to clean

•

User Interface:

•

Start & Stop

•

Info-Box (Speed, Distance to Vehicle, upcoming events: planned sound source change)

•

Buttons for selecting different scenarios/ measures

•

Future: Input device for moving in a virtual environment

2.3.9 Special Technology
•

Use / combination with available VR-facilities e.g. ESI (IC-IDO)

•

Storyboard capabilities
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3. SUMMARY
The deliverable ‘D9.1 – Requirements for Auralisation and Visualisation’ is part of ‘WP9 - New
Methodologies and Technologies’ of FINE 1. To achieve the noise performance objectives of
rolling stock for the various stakeholders (e.g. railway manufacturer, operators (entrepreneurs),
passengers, workers, impacted residents) it is necessary to establish a simple, clear communication in order to arrive at a common, comprehensible decision based on a shared basic understanding.
BT and DB are the stakeholders of WP9 and responsible for the extraction, acquisition and definition of requirements for auralisation and visualisation. The present report gives a small insight
into the requirement elicitation and definition procedure and provides the A&V requirements for
the relevant FINE 1 stakeholders (e.g. two A&V- tools and their use is exemplary documented).
The definition of requirements in this deliverable is limited to the senses of hearing and seeing.
The use of physically based A&V tools with synthesized sound has the advantage of providing a
realistic performance impression / comparison of the current railway design variants as well as
planned in combination with a quantitative acoustic performance characterisation.
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5. RENDERINGS

Figure 12: Two upfront visualisations for the exterior noise simulation
(Source:DESTINATE / Empa)
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Figure 13: Three upfront visualisations for the interior noise simulator
1 x driver’s point of view; & 2 x passenger’s point of view
(Source:DESTINATE / NLR)
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Figure 14: Multi-Medialab at Empa, Switzerland [2] : ‘Semi-spherical loudspeaker layout
in Empa’s AuralLab’

Figure 15: Photograph of NLR’s Virtual Community Noise Simulator [1]
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Figure 16: NLR’s Virtual Community Noise Simulator at an exhibition (Source: NLR)
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